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Abstract

Atmospheric ozone columns are derived from historic stellar spectra observed be-
tween 1935 and 1942 at Mount Wilson Observatory, California. Comparisons with
contemporary measurements in the Arosa database show a generally close corre-
spondence. The results of the analysis indicate that astronomy’s archives command5

considerable potential for investigating the natural levels of ozone and its variability
during the decades prior to anthropogenic interference.

1. Introduction

Studies of the changes in the distribution and concentration of ozone (O3) in the strato-
sphere detected in the latter half of the 20th century reveal patterns that could presage10

significant alterations in the protection which the O3 layer has provided to living organ-
isms on the surface of the Earth. The cause of the changes is widely attributed to
anthropogenic interference; historical evidence, though somewhat limited, indicates a
general correlation between a major increase in the industrial use of CFCs and their
indiscriminate release into the atmosphere, and a decrease in O3 columns. Some of15

the measured changes may also have had natural causes, but it is not easy to establish
how much; despite a considerable interest in stratospheric O3, particularly in Europe,
in the early 20th century, only one site – Arosa, in Switzerland – has maintained (since
1926) a long, continuous series of O3 measurements of acceptable quality. There is a
clear need to exploit all other possible resources for measurements of total O3. One20

such unexploited resource is the world’s heritage of stellar spectra.
All ground-based stellar observations of the appropriate wavelength region bear sig-

natures of O3 which can be measured and interpreted in terms of total column O3.
Determinations of O3 columns from measurements of the Huggins bands (∼λ300–
335 nm) made on stellar spectra observed relatively recently (1978–1992) were shown25

by Griffin (2005; hereinafter Paper 1) to compare satisfactorily with simultaneous
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TOMS1 measurements, and a small selection of considerably older stellar spectra is
now being investigated by the same techniques. This paper presents some of the
results; Sect. 2 outlines the archive searches and Sect. 3 the data digitization and
spectrum extraction. Section 4 describes the measurements of O3 features, their prin-
cipal sources of uncertainty, and their conversion into O3 columns, corrected to zenithal5

air-mass. Section 5 then compares those results with values in the Arosa database for
the corresponding dates.

2. Resources of historic stellar spectra

2.1. Spectroscopic archives

From the beginning of the 20th century until well into the 1970s or later when it was10

gradually replaced by electronic devices, the photographic plate was the workhorse de-
tector for observational astronomy. Nearly all of astronomy’s spectroscopic plates have
been preserved and are in relatively safe keeping (though not infrequently in conditions
that may hasten their eventual deterioration), offering a distributed resource of an esti-
mated 0.5–1 million spectra of celestial objects. Exposed at observatories situated in15

different latitudes (mostly in the northern hemisphere), that archival material has a valu-
able potential for both astrophysical and interdisciplinary research, in particular where
elements of variability are concerned. The contents are, however, eclectic inasmuch
as they were the products of numerous unrelated astronomical investigations, and are
unlikely to be optimized for the needs of any given archival application.20

Astronomers have traditionally regarded their plate archives as a community re-
search resource, and during the photography decades plate librarians were appointed
to maintain the collections, update a card-index catalogue if one existed, and respond
to loan requests. Modern astronomy has no such personnel, and the plate archives

1http://toms.gsfc.nasa.gov/n7toms/nim7toms.html
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are neither manned nor (often) easy to search, lacking on-line catalogues as well as
local assistance. Almost none of the spectra is available in digital form. The archival
researcher must therefore be prepared to make lengthy personal visits.

2.2. Archival searches

An investigation of photographic spectra stored world-wide has recently commenced5

with two parallel objectives: (a) to ascertain the scope, both geographically and in time,
of material suitable for measuring features in the Huggins O3 bands, and (b) to extract
such information from plates exposed as early as possible in the 20th century in order
to complement and possibly extend the earliest European O3 measurements. To that
end, visits were made to most of the observatories which historically undertook stellar10

spectroscopy. The scope of the search was not in fact as Herculean as it might appear;
(a) ordinary glass is opaque at the wavelengths of the Huggins bands, so it requires
quartz optics (or gross over-exposure at longer wavelengths) to detect UV features,
and (b) only stars of spectral types ∼A0 and hotter (T>∼9500 K) have sufficiently un-
cluttered spectra that the profiles of the superimposed O3 features can be discerned15

unambiguously. Some clues as to the existence of suitable material could therefore be
found in the literature and in observatory histories.

Huggins and Huggins (1890), after whom the near-UV system was subsequently
named, were the first to draw attention to bands that they detected in the UV spectrum
of Sirius – a star too hot for the formation of molecules in its own atmosphere. Subse-20

quent investigations of telluric O3 pursued by Fowler and Strutt (1917) cited evidence
from spectra observed in Potsdam in 1904 and in Edinburgh in 1916. The data search
which was the first objective of the current study therefore commenced with visits to
those two Observatories, and some of the original “discovery” spectra were borrowed.
A search for the 1890 spectrum of Sirius by the Hugginses has, unfortunately, not yet25

been successful as their collection appears to have been disbanded. Visits or enquiries
were then made to other likely observatories in Europe, the US, Canada, Australia and
South Africa, resulting in the loan of inter alia a trial sample of about 80 plates exposed
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earlier than 1945.
Before the development and widespread use of gratings in the 1930s stellar spectra

were observed with prism spectrographs, which gave tolerably high but variable disper-
sion in the UV. The most extensive plate archive, and of intrinsically the highest quality,
is at Mount Wilson Observatory in California; its 100-inch telescope was fitted with5

a powerful coudé spectrograph shortly after installation in 1918, and the subsequent
addition of a quartz prism, quartz optics and ruled gratings have given rise to a rich
archive; by the mid-1950s it contained over 10 000 spectra, and it includes numerous
exposures of the Huggins-band region. The loss (or temporary disappearance) of the
early Mount Wilson log-books unfortunately caused difficulties when searching for ap-10

propriate spectra, and an exploratory sample only, of about 35 plates of hot stars, was
borrowed. The plates listed in Table 1 constitute the subset of the Mount Wilson (MW)
spectra that proved to be suitable for the purposes of this analysis.

3. Digital stellar spectra

3.1. Plate scanning15

Photographic spectra are inherently non-digital, and must be digitized with appropriate
equipment and then converted into sequences of direct intensity per linear wavelength
step. The overriding requirement of the scanner is for photometric fidelity, even more
than positional accuracy, and while many modern commercial scanners are adequate
in the second respect they fall short in the first. The best scanner for this work is the20

“PDS”, purpose-built in the 1980s for photographic work and popular with astronomical
observatories then, but now obsolescent. The Dominion Astrophysical Observatory
(DAO) does still maintain its PDS (which it is currently re-upgrading in-house), and has
kindly made it available for this project.

Digitizing the photographic spectra, described in detail by Griffin (1979), followed25

closely the methods adopted in Paper 1. The spectra were scanned in steps of 6µ and
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included scans of laboratory emission spectra (mostly an Fe-arc) exposed for wave-
length calibration, and of the plate background adjacent to the stellar exposure. Each
scan was written as a FITS file, which was then interpreted with the IRAF

2 package.

3.2. Photometric calibration

A photographic emulsion has a non-linear response to light, so calibration is essential5

for the extraction of reliable line profiles. The calibration procedure, which has been
well understood since the landmark paper by Hurter and Driffield (1890), requires an
exposure of the same photographic plate (or a piece of it) to laboratory sources of
different but known intensities; in stellar spectroscopy it is common to employ a wedge
or stepped entrance slit for the purpose. The relationship that is determined constitutes10

the emulsion’s “characteristic” or “H & D” (Hurter and Driffield) curve. In the UV and
blue the slope of the curve changes only slowly with wavelength and the same curve
may be considered reliable across a span of 20–30 nm or more.

Not all observers require (or see fit to make) calibration exposures, and a few of
the MW spectra did not include them. In such circumstances one can determine the15

curve from another spectrogram taken under similar conditions on the same night, but
without access to the log books it was not possible to discover where to locate such
plates since the archive is organized in order of positions of objects in the sky rather
than plate number. In fact, because glass is opaque at the wavelengths of the Huggins
bands the calibration exposures, which routinely used an ordinary light-bulb, faded to20

nothing below ∼350 nm. It was necessary, therefore, to select a “reasonable” curve
based on experience, assessing the goodness of the choice by comparing a resulting
(non-variable) spectrum with one derived by other means.

The calibration techniques described by Griffin (1979) involved a purpose-built aux-
iliary spectrograph with quartz optics, and useful experience had been acquired with it25

2Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, developed and maintained by National Optical As-
tronomy Observatories (NOAO), Tucson, Arizona
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concerning the nature of characteristic curves in the near UV for the relatively modern
Eastman Kodak emulsions IIa-O and IIIa-J that were developed specifically for astron-
omy. Relatively late in this investigation a xerox copy (of a xerox copy) of the relevant
Mount Wilson log-book was found, though of rather poor quality and missing column
headers. The emulsions that it named as in use before 1945 differed from modern5

ones in that the emphasis was on high contrast rather than the detection of low light
levels. High-contrast emulsions have much steeper curves than those of IIa-O (both
IIa-O and IIIa-J were used to record the spectra analyzed in Paper 1), so the selection
of calibration curves used here was adjusted appropriately.

The general characteristics of those historic emulsions could also have been in-10

vestigated by deriving calibration curves at (say) 400 nm and comparing them to a
better-researched one such as IIa-O. Because the DAO’s PDS has latterly been out
of commission that option could not be followed here, but will be considered seriously
when handling historic spectra in the future.

3.3. Wavelength calibration15

Stellar spectrograms usually include a laboratory (often an Fe-arc) spectrum as a wave-
length reference adjacent to the stellar exposure. In the case of a prism spectrogram,
calculating a linear wavelength scale entails an interpolation based on the Hartmann
formula (Hartmann, 1898), and is satisfactory provided at least some reference lines
are visible at all wavelengths. The extrapolations that were occasionally necessary in20

the present application were less reliable, but sufficiently good to enable the Huggins
bands to be identified unambiguously.

In the case of grating spectra (the majority of the MW sample) the derivation of a
wavelength scale is intrinsically more precise. However, rather than relying on mea-
sured differences between star lines and their arc counterparts and deriving the radial-25

velocity shift (the classical method), it is more useful, when the radial velocity of the
star is not required, to determine the wavelength scale by applying the grating equa-
tion to a set of well-measured lines, as described by Griffin et al. (2000). By treating the
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arc lines first, one obtains the essential parameters (grating angle, order, camera focal
length, etc.) and can then derive the wavelength scale of the stellar lines in their own
rest-frame. The technique works faithfully to the observed limits of the stellar spectrum,
and is applicable where there may not be any arc lines.

The stellar spectra, thus linearized in wavelength, were extracted in steps of5

0.001 nm or 0.005 nm, depending upon the nature, quality and dispersion of the origi-
nal material (see Table 1). In two cases sequential exposures on the same object could
be averaged, thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the final spectrum.

3.4. Observed stellar spectra

Each extracted stellar spectrum was normalized to the stellar continuum, a procedure10

which has been fully justified in Paper 1 and can be summarized as follows:

(a) The entrance slit of the spectrograph is narrower than the diameter of the stellar
image so it restricts the fraction of the image that it admits, while atmospheric
scintillation (“seeing”) causes that fraction to vary significantly during an exposure
and even over the course of a few seconds.15

(b) The combination of telescope and spectrograph is less than fully efficient, and
depends upon factors such as grating and camera settings and optical reflectivity.

(c) Atmospheric refraction displaces and separates the violet image from the visible
one, and can cause it to miss the entrance slit altogether unless precautions are
taken; the severity of the problem depends upon the position of the star in the sky20

and the quality of the seeing.

Through a combination of these factors the stellar flux recorded by the spectrograph is
not a straightforward measure of the light received by the telescope.

Particular care was taken to place the stellar continuum precisely at 100.0% at the
wavelengths outside the Huggins features. The latter are broad (∼1.5–2.5 nm) and25
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shallow (rarely dipping below ∼90% of the stellar continuum), so errors in continuum
placement can be a dominant factor in the accuracy of the results.

In Fig. 1 the top four panels show stellar spectra that were extracted as described
above. The laboratory “absorption” spectrum of O3 in the lowest panel was derived
from Bass-Paur coefficients (Komhyr et al., 1993) as detailed in Paper 1. Creation of5

the “cleaned” spectrum of α Lyr (Vega) in the third panel is described in Sect. 4.2.
Only about half of the borrowed sample of spectra eventually proved useful for this

project. Factors such as background grain-noise and the detectability of faint broad
features against a weak stellar exposure are assessed better from a density tracing
than by eye. In a few spectra the S/N was generally too low to permit meaningful mea-10

surement of the O3 lines. In most of the other rejected cases the observed wavelength
span did not extend far enough into the UV to show more than a couple of Huggins
features; those at the longest wavelengths are very weak and their measurement cor-
respondingly uncertain. Five plates of the bright early-A supergiant α Cyg (Deneb)
were borrowed, but it was found that the stellar lines interfered even more seriously15

with the Huggins profiles than did those of η Ophiuchi (see Fig. 1, fourth panel). In one
case a prism exposure (of an almost featureless star spectrum) bore no wavelength
reference spectrum. The measurement of total O3 from the remaining 19 spectra ex-
posed between 1935–1942 is described below.

4. Deriving O3 columns20

4.1. Basic Huggins-band measurements

The amount of absorption within each Huggins feature (its “equivalent width”) was mea-
sured on-screen by interactive graphics. Where a star’s own absorption lines obviously
contributed the O3 profile was sketched in with a smooth line. Each feature was mea-
sured at least three times in order to ascertain the precision of the measurements. The25

spectrum of γ Ori, a hot B-type giant, shows almost no stellar features in 11 of the 12
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visible O3 features, so for that case (Ce 1136) a set of O3 equivalent widths was also
measured by summing the recorded intensities digitally, thus providing an indication of
the accuracy of drawing a mean profile by hand.

4.2. “Cleaning” stellar spectra

As Paper 1 describes, a spectrum of Sirius observed from the ground can be “cleaned”5

of stellar features by dividing into it a spectrum of comparable resolution observed by
the Hubble Space Telescope, i.e. above the Earth’s atmosphere. Unfortunately, owing
to the wavelength restrictions of the space observation only 2 lines in the only MW
spectrum of Sirius (Ce 979) could be thus “cleaned”; other features were measured
as described above. On the other hand, the six MW spectra of Vega could be fully10

“cleaned” by using the synthetic spectrum kindly provided by F. Castelli for Paper 1.

4.3. Conversion to O3 columns

O3 columns (total O3) were derived as the ratio of stellar to laboratory line strengths,
as described in Paper 1. The measured stellar equivalent widths were plotted against
the corresponding laboratory ones (“gf-values”); the latter were determined for Paper 115

by summing the Bass-Paur O3 absorption coefficients (Komhyr et al., 1993) and sub-
tracting the smoothly-varying Hartley continuum. The relationship passes through the
origin by definition, and the gradient of each plot (giving the O3 column) was deter-
mined by minimizing the distances of the points from it. Two good examples of such a
plot are given in Fig. 2; Fig. 2a was derived from measurements on a spectrum of β20

Ori in the presence of stellar lines, while Fig. 2b corresponds to a “cleaned” spectrum
of Vega. Because of the units used here, the gradient is directly in Dobson Units (DU).

In Paper 1 it was argued that Rayleigh and aerosol scattering are eliminated by
the procedure adopted for extracting the O3 information, and the same reasoning is
accepted here. Of the three types of atmospheric scattering or absorption, only O3 has25

a fine structure that can be discerned as a wavelength-dependent variable. Other types
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of scattering that vary only slowly with wavelength are eliminated by drawing the stellar
continuum through points that correspond to maxima between the Huggins bands; the
O3 measurements are in effect made against a background of combined stellar and
scattering continuum. Even rapid changes in that smoothly-varying background will
not affect the O3 results derived by this technique.5

4.4. Air mass

The amount of atmospheric absorption encountered in a stellar observation depends
upon the path length through the atmosphere. Normalizing the observations to the
same (zenithal) path length involves calculating the effective air mass from the mean
angular elevation of the star in the sky; the air mass is close to sec z except at very10

large values of z, the angular distance of the object from the zenith. Often the object’s
hour angle (i.e. its angle from the meridian) is helpfully recorded by the observer at
the beginning or end of an exposure, but if such information is not available it can be
derived from the longitude of the observatory and the celestial coordinates of the star.

The air mass does not change appreciably during an exposure of about an hour or15

less and a mean value can be adopted, though the altitude of the star is also critical.
For Vega, which passes close to the zenith at Mount Wilson, the air mass increases by
only 2% when the star is one hour away from its meridian passage, or 8% when two
hours away, whereas for stars in Orion, which are some 50◦ further south, the minimum
path length is about 60% greater than at the zenith and increases by 5% when one hour20

away from the meridian. With regard to the longer exposures recorded for some of the
spectra in Table 1, four correspond to stars with southern declinations so the “effective”
air mass is admittedly a rather coarse average.

The actual effective path length may differ from the mean if an exposure is interrupted
by cloud, but unless the log-book records such interruptions one has to assume that25

there were none. One of the observations used here did bear a comment regarding
the state of the sky (see Table 1), though gave no guidance as to whether or how the
exposure may have been prolonged. Unweighted mean air masses were therefore
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adopted for all the spectra.
Table 2 lists the calculated air mass and the measured and normalized O3 columns

for each spectrum. The number of lines used is a measure of the reliability of the
derived O3 column. The numbers in parentheses in col. 6 are the standard deviations
associated with determining the best-fitting gradient.5

4.5. Errors affecting the results

The principal uncertainties in these results stem from:

(1) Measuring errors. These are likely to be exacerbated when the S/N is low, or
when there are enough stellar lines present to obscure a crucial part of the much
broader O3 profile. Some idea of the magnitude of the measuring error was de-10

rived from repeated measurements on the same line, and (in the case of Ce
1136; Sect. 4.1) by comparing measurements made on hand-drawn profiles with
the summed intensities. In the latter exercise differences of a few percent were
found, with a small bias that made the hand measurements mostly (but not al-
ways) lower, but in fact both the derived gradients and their formal fitting errors15

proved to be identical.

(2) Continuum placement. This is clearly critical in such broad features; a change in
continuum level of only 0.5% alters the measurement of a line of characteristic
shape (2–2.5 nm wide and 10% deep) by about 5%, or 10% for a line only half as
deep. Yet an error of 1% in levelling a rather noisy spectrum may be difficult to20

avoid.

(3) Photometric errors. These are harder to quantify, and may be anything up to
∼10% for a given plate. The fact that the procedure of dividing different spectra
of Vega with the same low-noise synthetic spectrum produced only small mis-
matches in line-depth gave rise to cautious optimism. Paper 1 mentioned that25

small mismatches were also apparent in the “cleaned” spectra of Vega when the
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photometric calibration had been fully adequate, so part of those mismatches may
in fact emanate from the synthetic spectrum. In general, if a calibration curve of
incorrect slope is used the errors will be most prominent in the depths of strong
lines, so one could conclude that the extent of those uncertainties here may be
small, though probably not quite trivial.5

(4) Laboratory gf-values. As there are no other measurements against which to com-
pare the values used here, it is not possible to derive realistic error estimates.
This matter was examined in some depth in Paper 1, where a consistency test
was devised to investigate the likelihood and magnitude of such errors. Since
the laboratory spectra were low-noise one has reasonable confidence that the10

measurements of the laboratory line strengths contain much smaller uncertain-
ties than the measurements made on stellar spectra.

For each measured O3 feature an uncertainty was computed by adding quadratically
an error of 100 (10−4 nm), based upon an assumed continuum error of 0.5% and scaled
according to the actual width of the line, to the range in measured equivalent widths15

indicated by repeated measurements on the same feature. Those uncertainties are
depicted as vertical error bars in Figs. 2a and b. No contribution in respect of possible
photometric errors has been included, as their magnitude is as yet unknown.

5. Comparison with Arosa data

Mount Wilson and Arosa are both mid-latitude northern-hemisphere sites but sepa-20

rated in longitude by 128◦. Nevertheless, it was useful to make a comparison between
the results derived in this paper with the values recorded for the same dates in the
extensive database of daily Arosa measurements (available from WOUDC). However,
while there appears to be a globally linked pattern in O3 columns there are also sub-
stantial local variations caused by meteorological influences. In order to avoid undue25

emphasis on local variations a mean was taken of the five Arosa values nearest to the
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date of the stellar observation; the day-to-day variations over the same period were
also averaged. It is those means and their average daily excursions that are included
in the final column of Table 2.

In Fig. 3 the O3 results from Mount Wilson are plotted against calendar month, and
clearly demonstrate the seasonal variation. The dotted line shows the run of Arosa5

monthly means. Apart from a group of observations in late August (all in fact from the
same period in 1936) there is a tendency for the stellar results to be 5–10% higher than
the Arosa ones. It was pointed in Sect. 4.3 that these stellar results are independent of
Rayleigh and aerosol scattering. However, inasmuch as they give total O3 they include
tropospheric as well as stratospheric ozone. Mount Wilson Observatory, at an altitude10

of 1742 m, is only 100 m lower than the Arosa station, though it is located close to
what is now a region of significant anthropogenic air-quality compromise. That some
daytime pollution has long affected the site was admitted in Abbot’s efforts to monitor
the solar constant from a number of world sites, including Mount Wilson, between
1900–1950 (e.g. Abbot et al., 1923). Daily observations at MW, commencing in 1905,15

were routinely halted at 10 a.m. when the general atmospheric transparency (including
an increase in water vapour) began to deteriorate, but the use of the site for work of
such sensitivity apparently drew some criticism, and in 1920 the project at MW was
discontinued. However, a night-time inversion layer prevents the pollution in the valley
from mixing with the purer air at the level of the Observatory, and since not all the20

stellar values are higher than the Arosa ones it seems unlikely that large amounts of
tropospheric O3 were included in the stellar measurements.

In Fig. 4 the stellar results are compared again a time-sequence of daily Arosa mea-
surements. In that plot the tendency for the stellar values to be higher than the solar-
derived ones is more disguised as occasionally (e.g. in January 1938) the stellar value25

corresponds to a brief peak in the Arosa data. It is also noticeable in that Figure that the
four low stellar results were closely grouped 1936. From such a small sample it is not
possible to separate technical problems from patterns of real, local variability. The four
spectra in question were all exposed in the 9-ft focal-length quartz-prism spectrograph,
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on different emulsions but ones that were not exclusively used then, and involving stars
that gave higher results on later dates. The only exclusive commonality is the spec-
trograph; however, an overplot of Ce 1204+5 and 1245 (both are spectra of β Ori,
but the latter was observed 3 months later than the “low-O3” period and with a differ-
ent camera and grating set-up) show very close agreement between the strengths of5

the stellar features. Although more conclusive evidence, e.g. from other observations
made during that period, and/or from other spectra with the same equipment outside
that period, cannot be provided at this stage, what is to hand indicates that the low
values of O3 during mid-1936 were probably real, at least qualitatively.

It may be significant that the Mount Wilson O3 columns determined for late 1939 and10

1940 are somewhat high, as are also the Arosa values at that time (see Fig. 4); the
smoothed running mean of Arosa data exhibits an appreciable peak. In a recent inves-
tigation of this curiosity Brönnimann et al. (2004) demonstrated a correlation between
an increase in the Arosa O3 columns (and in others recorded during that period) and
a particularly intense and long-lasting El Niño episode. If the correlation has a physi-15

cal explanation it would be interesting to investigate it from a much larger database of
Mount Wilson stellar measurements.

The overall conclusion of this paper is that historic O3 columns can be recovered from
archived stellar spectra with sufficient precision that the patterns which they depict will
be of significant value to studies of the natural behaviour and evolution of the ozone20

layer.
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Table 1. Log of stellar spectrograms.

Star Date (PST) Plate Exposure Start λ Type* Disp
at mid-exposure I.D. (mins) (nm) (nm/mm)

α CMa 1935 Dec. 16.08 979 85 315 gr 1.0
β Ori 1936 Aug. 29.20 1123 22 305 pr 0.85
ζ Tau 1936 Aug. 30.17 1127 76 305 pr 0.85
β Ori 1936 Aug. 31.17 1132 50 305 pr 0.85
γ Ori 1936 Sept. 01.15 1136 96 305 pr 0.85
β CMa 1936 Oct. 08.19 1203 38 310 gr 1.0
β Ori 1936 Oct. 08.21 1204/5 11 310 gr 1.0
ε CMa 1936 Nov. 03.77 1222 91 316 pr 1.1
β Ori 1936 Nov. 06.21 1245a,b 34 312 gr 1.0
β Ori 1938 Jan. 14.85 1610 125 320 gr 0.45
α Lyr 1939 Aug. 24.86 2089 60 305 gr 0.3
α Lyr 1939 Sept. 27.91 2126 117 318 gr 0.3
α Lyr 1940 June 18.02 2340 61 313 gr 0.45
α Lyr 1940 June 18.12 2342 150 307 gr 0.45
ζ Oph 1940 July 25.92 2381 127 325 gr 0.25
α Lyr 1941 Apr. 15.15 2531 110† 318 gr 0.3

* “pr” = prism spectrograph
“gr” = grating spectrograph
† Note in log-book: “30% low cloud”
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Table 2. Determinations of Zenithal O3.

Star Date (PST) Plate Air No. of Raw O3 Zenithal Arosa O3
at mid-exposure I.D. Mass Lines (DU) O3 (DU) (DU)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

α CMa 1935 Dec. 16.08 979 1.63 9 478 (7) 294 320 (19)
β Ori 1936 Aug. 29.20 1123 1.46 13 409 (9) 280 297 (20)
ζ Tau 1936 Aug. 30.17 1127 1.30 12 350 (9) 269 296 (19)
β Ori 1936 Aug. 31.17 1132 1.63 12 375 (9) 230 293 (14)
γ Ori 1936 Sept. 01.15 1136 1.52 12 359 (8) 236 293 (14)
β CMa 1936 Oct. 08.19 1203 1.58 10 547 (10) 346 321 (15)
β Ori 1936 Oct. 08.21 1204/5 1.44 11 441 (6) 306 321 (15)
ε CMa 1936 Nov. 5.77 1222 2.19 8 718 (15) 329 292 (30)
β Ori 1936 Nov. 06.21 1245a,b 2.00 11 638 (8) 319 292 (19)
β Ori 1938 Jan. 14.85 1610 1.44 5 537 (25) 373 315 (22)
α Lyr 1939 Aug. 24.86 2089 1.01 12 332 (5) 29 303 (11)
α Lyr 1939 Sept. 27.91 2126 1.47 6 535 (12) 364 291 (12)
α Lyr 1940 June 18.02 2340 1.01 9 421 (7) 417 366 (11)
α Lyr 1940 June 18.12 2342 1.16 11 499 (13) 430 366 (11)
ζ Oph 1940 July 25.92 2381 1.74 3 566 (36) 325 324 (16)
α Lyr 1941 Apr. 15.15 2531 1.05 5 411 (26) 391 383 (38)
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Figure 1: Sample spectra, linearized and normalized as described in the text, plotted against
wavelength (in nm); each vertical scale extends from 100{50%. Narrow stellar features are visible
in the top panel (� Ori, a late B-type supergiant), less so in the second panel ( Ori, an early B-type
giant), while in the fourth spectrum (� Oph, a dwarf A2.5 star (included here for illustration only)
they interfere seriously with the pro�les of the O3 features. The third panel shows a \cleaned"
spectrum of Vega (� Lyr; type A0) after the stellar lines have been divided out using a synthetic
spectrum (see Sect. 4.2). The bottom panel is a laboratory \absorption" spectrum of O3.

total O3 from the remaining 19 spectra exposed between 1935{1942 is described below.

4. Deriving O3 Columns

4.1. Basic Huggins-band measurements

The amount of absorption within each Huggins feature (its \equivalent width") was measured
on-screen by interactive graphics. Where a star's own absorption lines obviously contributed the
O3 pro�le was sketched in with a smooth line. Each feature was measured at least three times in
order to ascertain the precision of the measurements. The spectrum of  Ori, a hot B-type giant,
shows almost no stellar features in 11 of the 12 visible O3 features, so for that case (Ce 1136) a
set of O3 equivalent widths was also measured by summing the recorded intensities digitally, thus
providing an indication of the accuracy of drawing a mean pro�le by hand.

4.2. \Cleaning" stellar spectra

As Paper 1 describes, a spectrum of Sirius observed from the ground can be \cleaned" of stellar
features by dividing into it a spectrum of comparable resolution observed by the Hubble Space

Telescope, i.e. above the Earth's atmosphere. Unfortunately, owing to the wavelength restrictions
of the space observation only 2 lines in the only MW spectrum of Sirius (Ce 979) could be thus
\cleaned"; other features were measured as described above. On the other hand, the six MW

6

Fig. 1. Sample spectra, linearized and normalized as described in the text, plotted against
wavelength (in nm); each vertical scale extends from 100–50%. Narrow stellar features are
visible in the top panel (β Ori, a late B-type supergiant), less so in the second panel (γ Ori,
an early B-type giant), while in the fourth spectrum (η Oph, a dwarf A2.5 star, included here
for illustration only) they interfere seriously with the profiles of the O3 features. The third panel
shows a “cleaned” spectrum of Vega (α Lyr; type A0) after the stellar lines have been divided
out using a synthetic spectrum (see Sect. 4.2). The bottom panel is a laboratory “absorption”
spectrum of O3.
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Figure 2: Determining O3 columns, (a) from plate Ce 1245 of � Ori and (b) from a \cleaned"
spectrum of Vega based on plate Ce 2340. Measured equivalent widths (in units of 10�4 nm) are
plotted against O3 gf-values. The gradient of the dotted line is the O3 column in Dobson Units.
The error bars are estimated uncertainties in the measurements (see Sect. 4.5).

spectra of Vega could be fully \cleaned" by using the synthetic spectrum kindly provided by Dr.
F. Castelli for Paper 1.

4.3. Conversion to O3 columns

O3 columns (total O3) were derived as the ratio of stellar to laboratory line strengths, as described in
Paper 1. The measured stellar equivalent widths were plotted against the corresponding laboratory
ones (\gf-values"); the latter were determined for Paper 1 by summing the Bass-Paur O3 absorption
coeÆcients (Komhyr et al. 1993) and subtracting the smoothly-varying Hartley continuum. The
relationship passes through the origin by de�nition, and the gradient of each plot (giving the
O3 column) was determined by minimizing the distances of the points from it. Two good examples
of such a plot are given in Fig. 2; Fig. 2a was derived from measurements on a spectrum of � Ori in
the presence of stellar lines, while Fig. 2b corresponds to a \cleaned" spectrum of Vega. Because
of the units used here, the gradient is directly in Dobson Units (DU).

In Paper 1 it was argued that Rayleigh and aerosol scattering are eliminated by the procedure
adopted for extracting the O3 information, and the same reasoning is accepted here. Of the three
types of atmospheric scattering or absorption, only O3 has a �ne structure that can be discerned as a
wavelength-dependent variable. Other types of scattering that vary only slowly with wavelength are
eliminated by drawing the stellar continuum through points that correspond to maxima between
the Huggins bands; the O3 measurements are in e�ect made against a background of combined
stellar and scattering continuum. Even rapid changes in that smoothly-varying background will
not a�ect the O3 results derived by this technique.

4.4. Air mass

The amount of atmospheric absorption encountered in a stellar observation depends upon the path
length through the atmosphere. Normalizing the observations to the same (zenithal) path length
involves calculating the e�ective air mass from the mean angular elevation of the star in the sky;
the air mass is close to sec z except at very large values of z, the angular distance of the object from
the zenith. Often the object's hour angle (i.e. its angle from the meridian) is helpfully recorded by
the observer at the beginning or end of an exposure, but if such information is not available it can
be derived from the longitude of the observatory and the celestial coordinates of the star.

7

Fig. 2. Determining O3 columns, (a) from plate Ce 1245 of β Ori and (b) from a “cleaned”
spectrum of Vega based on plate Ce 2340. Measured equivalent widths (in units of 10−4 nm)
are plotted against O3 gf-values. The gradient of the dotted line is the O3 column in Dobson
Units. The error bars are estimated uncertainties in the measurements (see Sect. 4.5).
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Figure 3: O3 columns, in DU, derived from MW spectra versus (numerical) calendar month. The
error bars indicate formal uncertainties (see Table 2).

has long a�ected the site was admitted in Abbot's e�orts to monitor the solar constant from a
number of world sites, including Mount Wilson, between 1900{1950 (e.g. Abbot, Fowle & Aldrich
1923). Daily observations at MW, commencing in 1905, were routinely halted at 10 a.m. when
the general atmospheric transparency (including an increase in water vapour) began to deteriorate,
but the use of the site for work of such sensitivity apparently drew some criticism, and in 1920
the project at MW was discontinued. However, a night-time inversion layer prevents the pollution
in the valley from mixing with the purer air at the level of the Observatory, and since not all the
stellar values are higher than the Arosa ones it seems unlikely that large amounts of tropospheric
O3 were included in the stellar measurements.

In Fig. 4 the stellar results are compared again a time-sequence of daily Arosa measurements.
In that plot the tendency for the stellar values to be higher than the solar-derived ones is more
disguised as occasionally (e.g. in January 1938) the stellar value corresponds to a brief peak in
the Arosa data. It is also noticeable in that Figure that the four low stellar results were closely
grouped 1936. From such a small sample it is not possible to separate technical problems from
patterns of real, local variability. The four spectra in question were all exposed in the 9-ft focal-
length quartz-prism spectrograph, on di�erent emulsions but ones that were not exclusively used
then, and involving stars that gave higher results on later dates. The only exclusive commonality
is the spectrograph; however, an overplot of Ce 1204+5 and 1245 (both are spectra of � Ori, but
the latter was observed 3 months later than the \low-O3" period and with a di�erent camera and
grating set-up) show very close agreement between the strengths of the stellar features. Although
more conclusive evidence, e.g. from other observations made during that period, and/or from other
spectra with the same equipment outside that period, cannot be provided at this stage, what is to
hand indicates that the low values of O3 during mid-1936 were probably real, at least qualitatively.

It may be signi�cant that the Mount Wilson O3 columns determined for late 1939 and 1940 are
somewhat high, as are also the Arosa values at that time (see Fig. 4); the smoothed running mean
of Arosa data exhibits an appreciable peak. In a recent investigation of this curiosity Br�onnimann
et al. (2004) demonstrated a correlation between an increase in the Arosa O3 columns (and in

10

Fig. 3. O3 columns, in DU, derived from MW spectra versus (numerical) calendar month. The
error bars indicate formal uncertainties (see Table 2).
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Figure 4: O3 columns derived from MW spectra (dots) compared to values from the Arosa
database. For the sake of clarity, the error bars (given in Table 2) have not been included.

others recorded during that period) and a particularly intense and long-lasting El Ni~no episode.
If the correlation has a physical explanation it would be interesting to investigate it from a much
larger database of Mount Wilson stellar measurements.

The overall conclusion of this paper is that historic O3 columns can be recovered from archived
stellar spectra with suÆcient precision that the patterns which they depict will be of signi�cant
value to studies of the natural behaviour and evolution of the ozone layer.
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